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Stuttgart Hatje, 1995. [33207] 180pp inc photos, sections,
perspectives, plans etc. Wraps, 30x23. Very good copy.
£10.00

CITY PLANNING – 100 BOOKS

Published to accompany an exhibition. Includes competition
entries by Ungers, Isozaki, Piano, Rogers, Kleihues et al. Projects
described in detail with good illustrations.
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6.
Bremen. KRAJEWSKI Hans Bremen Tradition
und Erneuerung.
Bremen, Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Stadtplannung, 1948.
[33094] 44pp inc maps, plans plus three traffic plans, map
of tramlines, fold-out of 20 street profiles in rear pocket.
Boards, 30x21. Spine a little rubbed and pages tanned but a
very good copy. Discreet ancient university library
withdrawn stamp.
£45.00

1 – 36
37 – 79
80 – 100

CITY PLANS & STUDIES

Early reconstruction plan for Bremen, especially the central
district. The city lay in ruins. There is a good deal on traffic
issues: roads, tramlines etc.. Scarce.

1.
Adelaide. TOWN PLANNING COMMITTEE
Report on the Metropolitan Area of Adelaide 1962.
Adelaide, 1963. [32259] xvi, 304pp inc photos, plans, maps
etc. Three large folding maps at rear. Gilt embossed cloth,
35x26. Bump top rh corner of cover else very good copy.
£75.00

7.
Brussels. VERNIERS Louis Bruxelles. Esquisse
Historique.
Bruxelles, A De Boeck, 1941. [25143] 419pp, 275 figs
(plans, maps, photos etc), bibliography. 4to wraps. 28x22.
Minor spine tears. A good copy.
£40.00

This was a major report on the city. Chairman of the Town
Planning Committee was S B Hart, government town planner. The
report considered population, land use, traffic, industry etc. It
concludes with a Development Plan for the metropolitan area.
Part three discusses future requirements for traffic and transport:
mostly freeways are proposed but there is some dicussion of
suburban railways and express bus routes. A fine report, very
well illustrated. Uncommon.

A detailed history of the City written during the German
occupation.

“Unprecented in scale and scope” E.P. Richard’s
Calcutta Report
8.
Calcutta. RICHARDS E. P. Report by Request of
the Trust on the Condition, Improvement and Town
Planning of the City of Calcutta and Contiguous Areas.
Calcutta? Calcutta Improvement Trust (printed by Jennings
& Bewley, Ware, Herts) 1914. [33220] xvi, 400pp + 9
coloured maps on fold-outs and including many b & w
photographs. Gilt lettered white buckram, cloth spine.
34x22 Lacks 3 illustrations of European traffic systems
(they don't appear to have ever been bound into this
particular copy). Minor cover marks and creases, otherwise
a very good copy.
£400.00

2.
Algiers. BONILLO Jean-Lucien (direction) Le
Corbusier. Visions d'Alger. Fondation Le Corbusier.
Paris, Editions de la Villette, 2012 [33199] 283pp, a great
many illustrations (plans, drawings, photos etc), circa half
in colour. Texts by Le Corbusier, Rémi Baudoui, Tim
Benton and many others. Pictorial wraps, 24x16. Fine
copy.
£20.00
Very good source on this important Le Corbusier 1930s episode.

3.
Bath. ISON Walter The Georgian Buildings of
Bath: from 1700 to 1830.
London, Faber & Faber, 1948. [33212] 211pp+ 136 b&w
plates + fold-out plan and incl 43 figs, 6 decorations.
Related ephemera loosely inserted, including map of Bath
showing the principal buildings of interest. Gilt lettered
cloth. 28x19. Spine faintly faded, very good copy. £10.00

"Unpreprecedent in scale and scope, in detail and significance
[this Report] stands as the first systematic attempt to translate
European planning ideas into a colonial context." (R. Harris and
R. Lewis, 2014). With its detailed descriptions, many maps, plans
and rare photographs, it provides a unique vision of a major
colonial city at the beginning of the 20th century. The photos are
especially interesting and the Report has detailed proposals for
improvements to the city. Richards was an English engineer, who
became interested in town planning (he was an early member of
the Town Planning Institute). His work in Calcutta involved much
field study and original research. A rare and important work that
deserves to be better known.

Detailed scholarly study, naturally including a good deal on the
famous town planning projects.

4.
Berlin.
KLEIHUES Joseph Paul (intro)
Internationale
Bauausstellung
Berlin
1987.
Projektübersicht.
Berlin, 1987. [32907] 368pp, very many maps, plans,
photos, drawings etc, fold-out map. Wraps, 28x14. Very
good copy.
£15.00

A scarce coalfield area plan
9.
Chesterfield. ADSHEAD S. D. The Chesterfield
Regional Planning Scheme. The Report Prepared for the
Joint Committee by..
Chesterfield, Wilfred Edmunds, 1927. [28940] x, 110pp+
many plates (b&w photos, maps, plans, incl colour foldouts). Pictorial boards, linen spine. 30x24. Scuff on front
cover, spine lettering faded, binding tight and contents very
good. G.R.S. Pepler's copy, with his signature.
£95.00

Important document for post-unification Berlin developments that
were soon to follow. Remarkably detailed.

5.
Berlin. LAMPUGNANI Vittorio Magnago und
SCHNEIDER Romana (eds) Ein Stück Grossstadt als
Experiment am Potsdamer Platz in Berlin
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A particularly scarce 1920s Plan. Adshead includes proposals
for new mining townships, as well as more rational roads,
industrial sites etc.
------------------------------------------

Hankow was already a city of over one million inhabitants by the
end of this period, and ethnically very diverse.

16. Hannover. GUTSCHOW Konstanty Stadtmitte
Hannover. Beiträge zur Aufbauplanung der Innenstadt
Hannover,Verlagsgesellschaft Land und Garten, A
Madsack, 1949. [32349] 60pp, incl 80 plans, photos,
drawings etc plus fold-out central area plan and adverts.
Wraps, 30x21. Pages a little browned else very good for
fairly fragile item.
£65.00

10. Cork.
CORK
TOWN
PLANNING
ASSOCIATION Cork A Civic Survey.
Liverpool/London, U of Liverpool/Hodder & S, 1925.
[24530] Frontis fold-out, viii, 30pp+ 18 plates (incl foldouts) & incl text figs. Stiff wraps. 33x25. Discreetly ex
university library, small number labels on front and inside
cover, very good copy.
£225.00

Hannover had taken a pounding in the war and the centre needed
a huge amount of rebuilding. Extremely interesting reconstruction
plan. There is a great deal on new streets and traffic, housing,
residential areas etc. Gutschow was a German planner who had
worked in Hamburg under Schumacher and through the Nazi
period. A fine reconstruction item with excellent plans and
illustrations.

A significant early Irish city plan, obviously influenced by Patrick
Abercrombie’s Dublin Plan. A. F. Sharman Crawford was
Committee Chairman. Abercrombie & Sydney Kelly were Special
Advisors. The plan includes sections on industries & docks,
population & health, communications (including roads, trams &
railways), open spaces etc. Perhaps reflecting the pioneering
approach of the Dublin Plan, there is also some discussion of
regional considerations. Rare.

17. Helsinki. SAARINEN Eliel Munksnäs-Haga och
Stor-Helsingfors. Stadsplannsstudier och Förslag.
Helsingfors, 1915. [32857] viii, 164pp including
illustrations plus 10 folding, coloured town plans and maps.
Card covers, with paste-on picture. 32x25. Spine
professionally repaired to make a near fine copy.
£30.00

11. Edinburgh. GRAY John G Streets Ahead. A Brief
Study of Highway Planning in Edinburgh Since 1945.
Edinburgh, Edina Press, 1975. [32281] 60pp inc 4 maps.
Card covers, now laminated, 21x14. Ex library, covers
taped to contents and with labels etc, contents good. £12.00

Saarinen’s famous scheme for Munksnäs-Haga - in essence a plan
to extend Helsinki by means of a satellite town. This was
Saarinen’s most ambitious town planning project. As well as a
carefully drawn plan, it contains a very detailed study of
townscape features, with birds-eye view and models and designs
for a variety of buildings. Unfortunately, changes in the economy
meant only small parts were actually built. A beautiful plan.
Scarce. [Swedish text].

Informative short study.

12. Edinburgh. LEWIS Anthony The Builders of
Edinburgh New Town 1767-1795.
Reading, Spire Books, 2014. [33219] 192pp, 24 colour &
68 b&w illustrations. Cloth. 24x16. NEW Order from Inch's
Books.
£22.50
A pioneering study of this epic piece of unified urban
development, especially for the previously unwritten history of the
men who actually built the New Town. Also with much with new
material on the development's influence beyond Edinburgh.

18. Köln. SCHMITT Dr.Hans Der Neuaufbau der
Stadt Köln.
Köln, Balduin Pick Verlag, 1946. [33234] 211pp. Wraps.
Two small ancient owner stamps, a good copy.
£45.00

Rebuilding Hamburg

An early reconstruction study, discussing rebuilding policies for
the city. The author argues for a completely new city, but one that
was anti-monumental. Scarce.

13. Hamburg. HANSESTADT HAMBURG (issued
by) Skizzen zum Generalbebauungsplan 1947.
Hamburg, Br. Sachse, 1948 [33063] 40pp inc 4 figs plus 2
tables. Wraps, 30x21. Pages a little tanned, else very good
copy.
£40.00

19. LEEDS CITY COUNCIL et al Planning &
Transport - the Leeds Approach.
London, HMSO, 1969. [33131] vi, 38pp, photos, plans,
artist's views etc. Pictorial card covers. 21x30. Fine copy.
£30.00

Planning principles for the city. Hamburg, especially the central
area, had been almost completely destroyed by allied air attacks.

Report prepared with the Ministry of Transport and MHLG.
Interesting 1960s item, with a good deal of attention to public
transport. Very scarce.

14. Hamburg.
SCHUMACHER
Fritz
Zum
Wiederaufbau Hamburgs.
Hamburg, Johann Trautmann, 1945. [21983] 34pp.
Pamphlet. 21x15. Covers professionally repaired, with new
end-papers, to make a good copy.
£35.00

20. Leeds. POWELL Ken Leeds-a lost opportunity?
London, SAVE, 1986. [32845] 44 single-sided sheets inc
illustrations. Spiral-bound wraps, 30x23. Final spiral
slightly detached, ex English Heritage library, very good
thus.
£25.00

Text of a lecture, discussing the rebuilding of Hamburg, given by
Schumacher in the Rathaus, on 10 October, 1945, close to the end
of his life. The city lay in ruins. Rare.
---------------------------------------------

Leeds, a great Victorian city, had been neglected since WW2, with
much of the new development being mediocre. Many fine
buildings had been lost as a result of redevelopment. Important
study of the city.

15. Hankow. ROWE William T Hankow. Conflict and
Community in a Chinese City, 1796-1895.
Stanford, Stanford UP, 1989. [16510] xv, 440pp, 4 maps, 4
figs, 10 tables, bibliography. Cloth, 24x16. Fine, dust
wrapper (this a little rubbed).
£20.00

A pioneering traffic plan
21. Leicester. SMIGIELSKI W K Leicester Traffic
Plan. Report on Traffic and Urban Policy.
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1964. [24695] x, 113pp incl illustrations, maps, plans,
graphs etc. Spiral-bound laminated card, 30x23. Very good
copy.
£30.00

London, LCC, 1951. [29572] End papers plan, map, xvii,
325pp inc c100 b&w photos & many maps etc. Cloth,
31x25. Very good copy.
£40.00

Smigielski’s Leicester plan was the most advanced traffic plan for
any British city up to this date.. Unfortunately, very little is said
about public transport, although the author seems to be acutely
sensitive to the pressures being put on the city by cars.
------------------------------------

This ambitious Plan, required by the 1947 Act, was a substantial
advance on the 1943 LCC Plan.

27. London.
WEINREB
Ben
&
HIBBERT
Christopher(eds) The London Encyclopaedia
London, (Macmillan), Book Club, 1983. [20887] Decorated
epnd papers, ix,1029pp, many b&w illustrations. Gilt
lettered cloth, 25x18. Very good copy in dust wrapper.
£30.00

22. Letchworth. FIRST GARDEN CITY LTD
Letchworth. The Well-planned Beautiful Town. Where
Town and Country Meet [cover title]
Letchworth, 1935. [33200] End papers maps, 121pp inc
illustrations, interesting adverts. (Cover states 128 pages
but this is incorrect). Pictorial wraps.21x16. A nice copy.
£25.00

Major work, massive in scope and fascinating in detail.

The first Reconstruction Plan?

Short history of the founding of Letchworth and good general
overview, with nice photos.

28. Lübeck. PIEPER Hans (Städtbaudirektor),
PIEPER Klaus (Bearbeiter und Hsgb) Lübeck Städtebauliche Studien zum Wiederaufbau einer
historischen deutschen Stadt.
Hamburg, Br. Sachse Verlag, 1946 [33238] 160pp, 123
illustrations (with many plans, maps, elevations etc), aerial
photo of bomb damage. Wraps with plain covers. 30x21
Spine rubbed, back of (plain?) dustwrapper still present.
Contents very good. Fair copy of a fragile item.
£85.00

Towards solving London’s traffic – the 1937 Survey
23. London. BRESSEY Sir Charles & LUTYENS Sir
Edwin Highway Development Survey 1937 (Greater
London)
London, HMSO, 1938. [24685] iv, 68pp, incl 6 plates of
diagrams + 2 large folding road plan maps in rear pocket.
Cloth. 33x22. Top and bottom of spine a trifle pulled, else
very good bright copy.
£85.00

Lübeck was one of the first German cities to suffer huge
destruction by air attack (March, 1942) and the present work is
also one of the "earliest fully developed reconstruction plans for
postwar Germany" (J. M. Diefendorfer, 'In the Wake of War').
Hans Pieper had been chief planner of Lubeck during the Nazi
era and stayed in post at the War's end. He died in the summer of
1946, however. His son, Klaus Pieper, who also served in the
city's administration, published his plan. The plan mainly rejects
restoration principles in favour of wider streets, out-of-scale new
housing blocks and commercial buildings. It created a storm of
criticism. A very scarce and interesting work.
----------------------------------------

The Bressey Lutyens Report. A scarce and informative item,
issued by the Ministry of Transport. A late ‘30s attempt to solve
the eternal problems of London traffic. Bressey, who carried out
most of the work, was a well-known traffic engineer. Little
attention is paid to mass transit solutions, although some ideas
for roads over railways, are presented. Motorways are already
being mooted.
---------------------------------------

24. London - City. CORPORATION OF LONDON
Report. Improvements and Town Planning Committee
....on the Preliminary Draft Proposals for Post-War
Reconstruction in the City of London.
London, B.T. Batsford for the Corporation, 1944. [30704]
Frontis map, vi, 32pp, xxxiv + many fold-out coloured
maps and plans. Gilt lettered two-coloured cloth. 34x22.
Foxing to cover and end papers otherwise unusually good
copy.
£30.00

29. Marseilles. GREBER Jacques and PROST Henri
(preface) Ville de Marseilles. Plan d'Aménagement et
d'Extension.
Paris, Vincent, Fréal (Bibliothèque de l'Institut d'Urbanisme
de l'Université de Paris), 1933. [32856] Frontis, xiv, 118pp
plus 104 plates, double-page coloured Extension Plan.
INSCRIBED by Greber to a French high-ranking
government official. Modern cloth binding with original
publisher's wraps bound in, 28x23. A very good copy.
£495.00

Attractively produced study, which became the basis for the
Holden-Holford Plan for the City.

One of the most important inter-war European city plans and very
scarce. Gréber was a notable French architecte-urbaniste at the
Paris Institut d'Urbanisme. His plan pays considerable attention
to traffic circulation, including mass transit aspects, civic design,
restoration of historic districts, open spaces and other features.
There would be major extensions to the urban area, incorporating
grand new axial boulevards with open spaces at intersections.

25. London - GLC Plan. ABERCROMBIE Patrick
Greater London Plan 1944.
London, HMSO, 1945. [24686] ix, 220pp + many text
illustrations. Two-section Master Plan etc in envelope in
rear pocket. Patterned gilt lettered cloth, 32x25. Good
copy.
£65.00
Abercrombie's great plan for the London city region & its satellite
settlements (amongst other things, a basis for the post-war South
East New Towns). Greenbelts, neighbourhoods, transport network
and many other aspects are planned for.

New Ash Green – a new settlement comprehensibly
planned
30. New Ash Green. SIMMS Barbara (ed) Eric Lyons
& Span
London, RIBA, 2006. [31955] Pictoral end papers, frontis,
xv, 240pp incl numerous photos, many in colour. Boards,
24x23. Fine copy. Original edition.
£150.00

26. London. LCC 1951 Plan. Administrative County of
London: Development Plan 1951: Analysis
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Lyons (1912-1980) was famously known for his high quality, postwar housing, culminating with New Ash Green. Contributors
include Alan Powers, Jan Woudstra, Elain Harwood. Well
researched collection and lavishly illustrated. Scarce original
edition.

Oxford, Oxford Civic Society, 2003. [33074] viii, 150pp,
many illustrations (photos, plans etc) Pictorial wraps.
25x20. Fine copy, as new.
£15.00
Includes a good deal on planning and transport issues.

35. Oxfordshire. MAYO, The Earl of, ADSHEAD S D
& ABERCROMBIE Patrick Regional Planning Report
on Oxfordshire.
London, OUP, 1931. [28946] Frontis, xx, 80pp + 8 fold-out
maps, incl colour + 20 plates. Cloth, 26x16. Good copy.
£50.00

31. New Ash Green. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
LONDON New Ash Green Until September 1967.
Unpublished draft, 1969. [31897] c175 single-sided sheets.
Spiral bound card, slightly marked on back, else vg. 30x23.
Owner's neat name on front, else very good copy.
£55.00
An extremely valuable document for this model village in south
London's outer suburbs, designed by Eric Lyons of Span. It had
been officially opened in 1967 and was at the time a unique selfcontained new settlement. Highly detailed, with information on
the historical context, the village plan, social life etc..
-------------------------------------

Nicely produced planning study of this county, with excellent
illustrations. The area was still predominately rural. Also useful
for the City of Oxford's position in the county.

36. Tunbridge Wells. SPALDING Helen (ed)
Tunbridge Wells: A Report. Presented at the request of
the Borough Council by The Tunbridge Wells Civic
Association.
Tunbridge Wells, The Courier, 1945. [33241] Charming
colour frontis, viii, 84pp + 16 plates (photos, plans, artists
views etc; many in colour). Gilt lettered & patterned cloth.
31x25. End papers and inside covers little foxed, else good
copy.
£40.00

32. New
York. BARTLETT John R and
ASSOCIATES Outline of Plans (with illustrations) for
Furnishing An Abundant Supply of Water to The City of
New York, from a Source Independent of the Croton
Water-Shed, Delivered into the Lower Part of the City
Under Pressure Sufficient for Domestic, Sanitary,
Commercial and Manufacturing Purposes Welwyn Garden
City Expands, and for The Extinguishment of Fires, With
Legal and Engineering and Other Papers.
NY, by the authors, 1888. [31934] ix incl 2 colour maps,
115pp plus 8 single-sided plates and 2pp internal views and
sections of the Hudson River tunnel and fold-out profile of
the tunnel with water conduit, large fold-out colour profile
of pipe lines and tunnels from Great Notch Reservoir in the
Orange Mountains to the Cities of Jersey City, New York
and Brooklyn and very large coloured map (125x79cm) of
the Passiac and Croton Water-sheds....and sources of water
supply ....within a radius of fifty miles from the city of New
York. J R Bartlett compliments slip, and addendum slip
between pages 66 and 67. Cloth. 30x24. Very nice copy.
Owner's signature on end paper.
£250.00

Beautifully produced Post War development plan for this
fashionable spa town, including plans for the Pantiles and other
historic sites.

Welwyn Garden City expands
37. WELWYN GARDEN CITY DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION Report of the Welwyn Garden City
Development Corporation: as submitted to the Minister of
Town and Country Planning: upon the Outline Plan
prepared by Louis de Soissons...
Welwyn, Welwyn Garden City Development Corp, 1949.
[5822] 42pp,+ 5 plans inc one coloured and one hors texte,
maps, inc 4 b&w aerial photos. Large folding coloured
master plan map in rear pocket. Wraps. 33x21. Very good
copy.
£60.00

A outstanding New York item. New York and Brooklyn urgently
needed a new supply of water in addition to that from the Croton
Water-Shed. The report proposes a new supply from the Passiac
Water-Shed, west of the Hudson, mainly in New Jersey. The
waters would be brought by pipes or aqueduct to the Jersey City
shore and thence through a tunnel to the lower part of the City of
New York. The tunnel would be a great feat of engineering and
there are some splendid artist’s views and cross-sections in the
report. A beautifully produced plan, with exceptionally fine
illustrations.

The original Welwyn Garden City, 1919, had been inspired by the
ideals of Ebenezer Howard. It was now decided to incorporate the
settlement, which had developed well over the previous 30 years,
into the New Town system. Lionel Brett was appointed to prepare
a further master plan. De Soissons was appointed consultant town
planner to the scheme. Welwyn was developed as a New Town
jointly with Hatfield.

SCARCE CONTEMPORY
ACCOUNTS

33. Oxford. BENDIXSON Terence (foreword) Oxford
Roads an alternative plan
Oxford Group for Transport Planning Reform, 1971.
[33135] iv, 46 pp inc 9 maps. Wraps, 29x21. Very good
copy. Peter Hall's stamp inside front cover.
£25.00

38. ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
ON
RURAL
COTTAGES Report of the Committee Appointed by the
President of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries to
consider and advise the Board on Plans, Models,
Specifictions, and Methods of Construction for Rural
Cottages and Outbuildings with Appendices and Reduced
Plans.
London, HMSO, (1915), 1918 reprint. [32543] 96pp inc
very many plans, elevations, photos. Card, 24x15.
Professionally rebacked, with new covers, paste-on label

Plea for a more European approach to transport in Oxford, with
more public transport, consideration for pedestrians, cyclists etc.
An enlightened early 1970s study, much of which appears to have
been adopte latterly. The car should no longer be king in the
town.

34. Oxford. HAVINDEN Michael, CLARK Genefer et
al (editors) Visions for Oxford in the 21st century.
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designed some buildings himself, including the reception building
of Düsseldorf main station. Early prefabrication is a feature of his
suggested new houses.

and end papers; browning to cover of report. Generally a
good firm copy of what was a fragile item.
£50.00
The Committee were Christopher Turnor, Cecil Harmsworth, MP,
Raymond Unwin and Lawrence Weaver. An important report.
Cottages are in the Garden City style. Some of the designs are
taken from the 'Country Life' National Competition for Cottage
Designs, the jury for which included Walter Brierley, Robert
Lorimer and G L Pepler. The condition of most rural cottages at
this time was regarded as sub-standard, and these better designs
were influential in improving standards.

43. Belgium. LEONARD Edward Voor's Lands
Wederopbouw. Korte Opstellen over Bouwkunst
Amsterdam, Vlaamsche Bibliotheek, 1916. [32502] 190pp
inc 24 photos, plans. Flemish text. Wraps, 19x12. Pages
browned else very good copy.
£40.00
Work on Belgian reconstruction after WW1. Parts of the country
had been comprehensively destroyed. The author identifies
examples of building types and urban design layouts which could
profitably be copied . Includes case studies of Ypres, Leuven etc.
Interesting work.

The First Australian Town Planning Study
39. Australia. TAYLOR George A Town Planning for
Australia.
Sydney, Building Limited, 1914. [33201] 186pp, incl many
interesting illustrations (photos, plans, drawings etc) +
xivpp adverts. Preface by John Sulman (President of Town
Planning Association of N.S.W.) Gilt lettered and
patterned cloth. 25x19. Cloth lettering a trifle faded.
Generally a good copy.
£275.00

44. BOULNOIS H Percy Modern Roads
London, Edward Arnold, 1919. [30422] vii, 302pp plus 13
plates, 18pp relevant adverts. Cloth, 22x15. Nice copy.
£25.00
Early modern work covering the various kinds of road surfacebituminous, concrete etc as well as traffic issues.

The first Australian work on town planning. George Taylor was
editor of several construction journals. He urges citizens to
embrace the new science of Town Planning and quotes significant
precedents from various countries (including, from Australia,
Adelaide, Canberra and well as designed parts of Brisbane,
Melbourne, Sydney etc). Taylor also describes approvingly model
settlements world wide (including Letchworth, Krupp Colonies,
Gary, Hampsted Garden Suburb etc), as well as the "City
Beautiful" movement in the USA. He also has interesting things to
say about American sky scrapers. A rare and fascinating work.

Reconditioning not Clearance
45. BOURNVILLE
VILLAGE
TRUST
Reconditioning Slum Properties. An account of work
carried out by the Bournville Village Trust Architect's
Department for the Birmingham Copec House
Improvement Society Ltd.
Birmingham, Bournville Village Publication Dept, 1937.
[31633] 32pp with photographs. Pamphlet with interesting
photomontage cover, 22x14 Ex ministry library, good copy.
£20.00

40. BARDET Gaston Pierre sur Pierre. Construction
du Nouvel Urbanisme.
Paris, LCB Section Batiment, â nd[1946]. [32558] xii,
290pp incl many plans, one colour fold-out, bibliog.
Inscribed on front end paper by author. Wraps, 28x23.
Pages browned, front cover hinge splitting at bottom and
chip on back cover, still good for item printed on wartime
quality paper.
£50.00

Tipped-in is a typed contemporary letter from the secretary and
manager of the Bournville Village Trust, outlining the purpose of
the pamphlet. Very interesting and enlightened study, ahead of its
time. Reconditioning is to be preferred to wholesale clearance.
--------------------------------

46. BRIGHT Tom The Development of Building
Estates: A practical handbook for the use of surveyors,
agents, landowners, and others interested in the
development, management, equipment administration, or
realization of building estates.
London, Batsford, 1910. [11365] xviii, 345pp, inc 26 b&w
line illustrations, + 14pp book adverts. Cloth 20x14.
Foxing to end papers, but a nice bright copy.
£25.00

Major study by this important French urbanist. After an account
of historic urban development, the author has major sections on
traffic circulation, green spaces, townscape issues and
‘Fondation du Nouvel Urbanisme’. These are treated very much
in the context of French reconstruction after World War II.

41. BEHME Theda Reklame und Heimatbild.
Neumann-Neudamm, 1931. [32542] Attractive tipped-in
colour frontis (of neon signs), 95pp text + 64 pp b&w
plates. Wraps, 21x15. Cover a little dusty, else very good
copy for fragile item.
£65.00

Detailed work, packed with information on this subject. Bright
covers both municipal housing schemes and private estates.
Useful for early suburban houses. Uncommon.

Extremely interesting polemical work, somewhat similar to
Clough Williams-Ellis' contemporary "England and the Octopus".
The author is very critical of modern advertising clutter in towns
and countryside. The illustrations are especially fascinating.

47. BRINCKMANN A. E.1 Deutsche Stadtbaukunst in
der Vergangenheit.
Frankfurt am Main, Heinrich Keller, 1911 (the first
edition). [28961] vii, 160pp, iv+ 8 double-page maps of
German cities and inc 31 text plans and 78 b&w photos.
Cloth. 25x16. Nice copy.
£65.00

42. BEHNE Adolf Neues Wohnen - Neues Bauen
Leipzig, Hesse & Becker ("Prometheus-Bücher" series),
1927. [32546] 160pp, numerous b&w illustrations (photos
& plans), bibliog. Gothic script. Cloth. 19x13. Boards
slightly scratched, generally nice copy.
£75.00

Important survey, in the tradition of Camillo Sitte, of German
town design from origins to the early 19th century. Includes
detailed studies of urban streets, squares, old fortifications etc.
Dedicated to Otto March and Hermann Muthesius. Scarce and
attractive book.

Attractive early Modern Movement-orientated study. Behne,
1885-1948, was an important Weimar avant-guarde writer and
critic. He was part of the Deutsche Werkbund in 1918. He
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Each plate is an example with plans, elevations, sections and
artist’s view. The first prize went to Gordon Allen. Interesting
1920’s item - the adverts are almost as valuable as the examples with various model estates around London. Assessors were Guy
Dawber and Louis de Soissons.

48. Broek and Bakema. JOEDICKE Jürgen et al
Architektur-Urbanismus
Architecture
-Urbanism
Architecture-Urbanisme. Architectengemeenschap van
den Broek en Bakema
Stuttgart, Karl Krämer (Dokumente der Modernen
Architektur 12), 1976. [33208] 135pp, hundreds of b&w
photos, plans, drawings, elevations etc, bibliog. German,
English, French text. Cloth. 28x23. Leaf at front missing
(half-title?), front end paper and title page little tanned else
nice copy in dust wrapper.
£20.00

53. DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON THE
EQUIPMENT OF SMALL HOLDINGS Report of the
Departmental Committee....to Inquire and Report as to
Buildings for Small Holdings in England and Wales,
together with Abstract of the Evidence, appendices, and a
series of Plans and specifications.
London, HMSO, 1913. [25794] pp122pp + c35 fold-out
plates of model designs (plans, elevations, one plate with
photos). Cloth. 34x22. Very good copy. Bound with two
other official Reports [“Report of an Enquiry of the Board
of Trade into the Earnings and Hours of Labour of
Workpeople of the United Kingdom V. - Agriculture in
1907” (58pp); “Final Report of the Royal Commission [on]
Human and Animal Tuberculosis. Part 1. Report” (54pp)]
£95.00

Competition entries and realised projects, mainly in the
Netherlands but also Germany, Japan and Israel.

49. Buchanan
Report.
BRITISH
ROAD
FEDERATION (pub) Buchanan and After A Summary
of the Buchanan Report.
London, British Road Federation, 1964. [33127] ii, 29pp,
48 b&w illustrations (photos & plans). With Towns and
Traffic, RIBA 1962 Pictorial wraps. 21x30. Good. £15.00
'Buchanan' is sensible and should be implemented as soon as
possible.

An important official Report. Christopher Turnor was Chairman
of the Committee, members included Raymond Unwin and Henry
Tate. There was much concern about the state of farm labourers’
cottages. The designs shown on the fold-out plates are
reminiscent of garden city cottages.

50. CHATTERTON Frederick Houses, Cottages &
Bungalows. A selection of representative examples
designed by architects and built in various parts of the
United Kingdom.
London, Architectural Press, 1926. [22149] viii, 104pp
being photos with plans. Boards, cloth spine, 31x25.
Boards marked at back, small stain to extreme lower front
corner. Still a fair copy.
£25.00

54. Exhibitions. 1893 Chicago. SHEPP James W. &
Daniel B. Shepp's World Fair Photographed. Being a
collection of original copyrighted photographs.....
Chicago, Globe Bible Publishing Co 1893. [33222] 529pp
incl c250 photos, Ground Plan. Gilt lettered cloth. 22x28.
Hinge reinforced, covers a little faded. Contents good.
£20.00

Houses, well built and conservative in style. ‘....the aim has been
to limit the examples of houses to those costing approx £2,000,
and to cottages and bungalows which can be erected for sums not
exceeding £1,500.’ One could get a substantial house for this!
With examples by Oliver Hill, Barry Parker, Basil Oliver, Guy
Dawber et al.

Excellent account of this vast Exposition, which also had city
planning implications. With detailed text and fine full-page
photos. These latter cover every aspect of the exposition,
including pavilions, the Woman's Building, Ferris Wheel etc

51. COUNCIL FOR RESEARCH ON HOUSING
CONSTRUCTION (publ) Slum Clearance and
Rehousing. The First Report of the Council for Research
on Housing Construction.
London, P.S. King, 1934. [31837] 139pp, 20 figs (some
colour) + 23 photos. Gilt lettered cloth. 29x22. An
unusually nice copy. Loosely inserted is an article, 28pp,
from the Journal of RIBA, 22 Feb, 1936 by Robert H
Matthew, "Slum Clearance.Winning Design and Report"
(two schemes submitted for the Bossom Travelling
Studentship, 1935-36).
£60.00

55. Exhibitions. 1895 Cotton States Exposition,
Atlanta.
BOARD
OF
COMMISSIONERS
REPRESENTING THE STATE OF NEW YORK
Cotton States Exposition. Report of the Board of
Commissioners Representing the State of New York at the
Cotton States and International Exposition held at
Atlanta, Georgia 1895.
Albany and NY, by the Board, 1895. [19991] Frontis
portrait of the Governor, 290pp plus index, incl 24 plates.
Gilt lettered decorated cloth, 26x19. Damp-marking on
upper edges of second half of book, new end papers, cloth
professionally repaired to make a fair copy.
£30.00

This was an excellent survey, with revealing illustrations, of
model tenement housing in Britain, Germany & Austria. A major
study.

Essentially a report on the whole exposition. This was a major
expo in the style of the great Chicago Colombian World Fair. An
excellent detailed report with much on the various pavilions etc.
Scarce

52. Daily Mail. ASSOCIATED NEWSPAPERS LTD
(publ) Ideal Houses Book. Reproductions of the Best
Designs entered in the ‘Daily Mail’ Ideal Houses
Competition for Architects, 1927, together with Designs of
Houses and a Bungalow exhibited at the Ideal Homes
Exhibition at Olympia, 1927
London, 1927. [32207] 66pp houses plus plans interleaved
with 80pp relevant and interesting adverts. Card with large
paste-on picture. 31x21. Covers rubbed round edges and
tape used to attach covers to contents. Contents themselves
in good condition.
£45.00

56. GILIS Henri Notes d’Urbanisme.
Anvers, Altiori, 2nd edition, nd c1938?. [24880] 166pp
including 89 figs + 10 cellophane-guarded plates, bibliog.
Publisher’s patterned wraps. 28x20. Good copy.
£60.00
The author was a notable Belgian architect and academic. His
approach is essentially that of an urban designer, though he also
considers traffic, zoning, hygiene etc. Modern movement
architecture (by Le Corbusier etc) figures a good deal, as well as
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urban gardens and landscape spaces. Lovely copy of an attractive
book.

with gilt lettering. 32x26. Ex lib, a nice copy thus, with
bright contents.
£40.00
Scarce and important work and very good source for the various
model estates of the period (Ruislip, Dormanstown, Welwyn etc).

57. HERTLEIN Hans Siemensbauten: neue Fabrikund
Verwaltungsgebäude Wohlfahrtsanlagen des
Siemenskonzern.
Berlin, Wasmuth, c1926, 2nd Auflage. [29655] 128pp,
mostly high-quality b&w photos + 4 beautiful full-page
artist’s impressions. Gilt lettered and patterned cloth.
32x25. Ex British Architectural Library copy, withdrawn
duplicate, very good copy.
£100.00

62. JAMES The Rev T Notes on Cottage Building.
Read before the General Committee of the Northampton
Architectural Society,
Islip, Thrapston? The Society, 1861. [32584] 4pp + 5
plates, drawings, plan, elevation, brick patterns. Address
slip. Pamphlet. 22x14. Fine copy, as new.
£35.00

Most of this fine book is high-quality images of Siemens'
structures, particularly in the Berlin environs: company works,
the Siemensstadt model village for workers, the great SchaltwerkHochhaus etc. Many of these were designed by Hertlein (18811963). He had been hired by Siemens and Halske in 1912 and
became their chief architect, with overall control of construction.
A superb book with very powerful images.

Scarce pamphlet (reprinted from the Society's Volume of Reports
and Papers for 1861), on rural labourers' cottages, including
proposals for new model ones.

63. KLEIHUES Joseph P and KLOTZ Heinrich (eds)
Internationale Bauausstellung Berlin 1987. Beispiele
einer neuen Architektur
Stuttgart, Klett-Cotta, 1986. [33056] 283pp inc hundreds of
photos, plans, drawings etc, bibliog. Cloth, 28x24. Very
good copy in dust wrapepr.
£25.00

58. HOLLAND F G, GREGORY M A and PARRISH
Margaret Wires Pipes Pylons. Guide to landowners and
their advisers.
London, Country Landowners' Assoc., (1962) 1963 2nd
imp. [33082] 43pp, inc 3pp illustrations, map. Pamphlet,
14x22. Good copy.
£10.00

Amazing list of 20th century architects and planners with their
ideas for Berlin: Siza, Tigerman, Ungers, Böhm, Botta, Eisenman,
Gregotti, Koolhaas, Krier, Rossi, Isozaki, Herzog-this list goes
on. Lovely item.

Advice for landowners, including various pylon designs.
Interesting pamphlet.

64. LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD Memoranda
on housing, issued by the Local Government Board.
London, unpublished. Late 19th century dates, to c1902.
[14355] c150pp, many illustrations (plans, elevations)| An
important bound ledger. 31x29. Good copy.
£125.00

59. HUGHES W R (ed) New Town. A Proposal in
Agricultural, Industrial, Educational, Civic and Social
Reconstruction.
London, J M Dent, 1919. [19415] 141pp + 4pp on the
Pioneer Trust Ltd. Limp linen wraps, with curious cover
design by W Raffé. 18x12. Attractive contemporary
bookplate, good copy.
£55.00

Contains directives, extracts and memoranda issued by the Local
Government Board and accompanied in many cases by pencil
drawings, manuscript notes and so on. Clearly compiled by, or
for, a member of the Board, senior civil servant or Minister.
Memoranda laid onto ledger pages include, for example,
"Memoranda with respect to the Provision and Arrangement of
Dwellings", (The Housing of the Working Classes Act 1890),
4pp; "Memoranda on the Provision of Grouped Cottage Homes
for Children", 3pp, dd 1904; five pages of plans for cottage
homes and, tipped in loose, several pages of architects(?) pencil
and pen drawings and notes; “Memoranda on the Construction
of Poor Law Infirmaries”, 4pp; with text of 6pp and plans, again
with freehand drawings; "Points to be attended to in the
Construction of Workhouse Buildings", 5pp and several others on
design and operation of workhouses.

Proposal for a garden city by The New Town Council. Committee
(members included the architect and planner, T. Alwyn Lloyd). A
scarce and interesting study.

60. Italy. ARESI A E Urbanistica: Storia - Pratica Tecnica - Legislazione per professionisti e pubblici
amministratori.
Milano, Ulrico Hoepli, 1949. [30293] xix, 196pp, 217
illustrations, bibliog. Wraps, 28x22. Some pages little
tanned on edges, spine rubbed top and bottom, nice tight
copy, contents bright. Photomontage dust wrapper, rubbed
top and bottom of spine and chipped with small loss top of
spine.
£125.00

A Fine Autobiography
65. MAWSON Thomas A The Life & Work of an
English Landscape Architect. An autobiography of
Thomas A Mawson.
London, The Richards Press Ltd, nd [1927]. [30496]
Pictoral end papers, tissue-guarded portrait frontis, 368pp,
plus 71 plates. Gilt lettered decorated cloth. 25x19. Spine
little faded and rubbed top and bottom, corners also little
rubbed, inner hinges tender, not too bad, binding tight,
overall good copy.
£250.00

Italian and international reconstruction-era study, with excellent
illustrations. Civic design is especially important and there are
extensive discussions of new settlements, green spaces, residential
areas etc. There is a good deal of continuity with the Fascist era.
For instance, Sabaudia is analysed. Interesting work. Important
work in establishing Italian urban design theory after the war.
Extremely well illustrated. Mostly Italian examples but also some
foreign ones. Fine copy of a beautiful book.

61. JAMES C H & YERBURY F R Small Houses for
the Community.
London, Crosby Lockwood, 1924. [27089] xi, 32pp text +
140 photo illustrations & plans, 6 fold-out plans, 60pp
specifications, bills of quantities, 24pp trade adverts.
Foreword by Raymond Unwin. Publisher's two-tone cloth

Mawson’s fascinating, and well written, autobiography. He
describes his landscape architecture work as well as his
involvement with city planning in Britain and Canada, working
with William Lever, post-World War I Greek reconstruction, civic
art plans for Northern cities etc. Mawson comes across as a
highly significant figure, as shown in Janet Waymark's excellent
recent biography. A very scarce and desirable work.
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71. Port Sunlight. LEVER BROS. (issued by) Lever
Brothers Limited and Some of their Associated
Companies 1923.
Port Sunlight? 1923. [20452] 48pp, mostly fascinating b&w
photos, inc many at Port Sunlight. Pictorial card covers.
20x26. Covers a little water-marked (not too bad), covers
split along spine, contents very good.
£25.00

Workers’ Housing is too Expensive
66. MINISTRY OF HEALTH Report of the
Departmental Committee on the High Cost of Building
Working Class Dwellings.
London, HMSO, 1921. [33236] 68pp + several fold-out
tables & diagrams. Wraps. 24x16. Disbound report, now rebound within (highly suitable) transparent plastic covers.
£45.00

A revealing publicity book, mainly very interesting photographs
of the village, soap works etc.

72. Public Baths. HAMILTON Gaston, MORRIS
Moreau, TOLMAN Wm Howe Report on Public Baths
and Public Comfort Stations by The Mayor's Committee
of New York City.
NY, 1897. [27870] ix, 195pp, including very useful bibliog
+ 35 fascinating photo-illustrations and drawings. Tipped-in
signed compliments slip from Wm. Howe Tolman, Member
of the Mayor's Committee. Top edge gilt. Cloth, 25x17.
Lovely bright copy. Bottom of spine trifle pulled. £120.00

Important report. The Government were anxious to reduce the
cost of providing these urgently needed dwellings. There was a
severe backlog caused by the Great War. Chairman was J.
Stanley Holmes.
------------------------

67. MINISTRY OF HEALTH & MINISTRY OF
WORKS (publ) Housing Manual 1944. TOGETHER
WITH Housing Manual 1944. Technical Appendices.
London, HMSO, 1944. [31834] 104pp, a great many
illustrations (photos, diagrams, plans, etc); 92pp, incl a few
figs. Uniform wraps. 25x15. Wear to base of spine on main
volume, generally good copies of items usually in poor
condition, if found at all.
£30.00

A detailed and fascinating early study. Packed with architectural
information on these institutions, including plans, views, detailed
statistics etc. Much new work was being done at this time. British
and European achievements are described with approval. Also
includes material on washing places, public lavatories and
similar features. These structures can be seen as responses to
urban poverty. Interesting social as well as architectural
document. Scarce.

This manual was very significant in laying down post-war house
standards. Uncommon, the technical volume being especially
scarce.

73. SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF
ARTS, MANUFACTURERS, & COMMERCE National
Water Supply. Congress, Tuesday and Wednesday, 21st
&22nd May, 1878. WITH Notes on previous Inquiries,
Prepared in Connexion with the Congress, held Tuesday
and Wednesday, 21st and 22nd May, 1878. [Two volumes
in one].
London, W, Trounce and George Bell, 1878. [33052] Vol
1: 80pp + index and catalogue from Exhibition of Sanitary
and Water Supply Appliances. Vol 2: 108pp + xxviiipp
appendices. Cloth, 25x17. Ex RSA copy, with neat
"withdrawn" label only, library binding, new end papers,
very good copy thus.
£95.00

68. NETTLEFOLD J S Practical Housing
Letchworth, Garden City Press, 1908. [27554] xi, frontis,
200pp + many b&w photos, fold-out maps, plans etc +
28pp adverts. Cloth. 22x15. Good copy.
£25.00
An important Nettlefold study, concentrating on mass housing,
including model municipal schemes, garden cities, garden
suburbs and similar. The author was a planning pioneer and
housing reformer in the Black Country.

John Nolen – a Difficult Title
69. NOLEN John Replanning Small Cities: Six Typical
Studies.
NY, Huebsch 1912. [33120] 218pp, plus 38 photos and
plans (one being a coloured fold-out of Montclair NJ),
interesting bibliography. Lettered boards, gilt lettered
spine, 25x18. Spine a trifle rubbed head and tail, else very
nice bright copy.
£150.00

Proceedings of this important Victorian Congress, which tried to
tackle the thorny problems of water supply and its public health
implications for the great cities.

74. SORIA Y MATA Arturo Filosofia Barata Apuntes
Sociologico-Cientificos.
Madrid, Imprenta de la Ciudad Lineal, 1926. [23119]
Portrait frontis, 287pp. Introduction by Mario Roso de
Luna. Wraps, 19x13. Good copy. Pages uncut. Slightly
rubbed on spine and edges.
£30.00

Scarce and interesting Nolen work. The cities, all in the USA,
were: Roanoke, San Diego, Montclair, Glen Ridge, Reading and
Madison. Nolen's plans for them were along "City Beautiful"
lines.
-------------------------------

Soria y Mata, creator of the 'ciudad lineal' urban idea, had died
in 1920. Posthumus collected writings mainly on sociological and
philosophical questions. Scarce

70. PHILLIPS R Randal (text) The Modern English
House
London, Country Life, nd, c1926? [32075] xxiii pp intro,
192pp plates, being b&w photos of houses with plans, all
by named architects. Cloth, 28x22. Good copy with lovely
bright plates.
£30.00

75. Switzerland. RUF Walter Das Gemeinnützige
Baugennossenschaftswesen des Schweiz.
Zürich, Neuland-Verlag, nd, c1948. [32575] Frontis, 127pp
incl bibliog plus 8pp plates. Wraps, 22x15. Pages lightly
browned else very good copy in dust wrapper.
£35.00

Important 1920s survey of the ‘better-type’ of house, with
examples by Blomfield, Brierley, Lethaby, Lutyens, Williams-Ellis
etc. The focus is on neo-Georgian rather than modernism.

A interesting account of Swiss workers housing colonies in the
first two decades of the 20th century.
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seem to have been an imposed standardisation of design and this
fine work must have been a valuable source book for those
requiring such a memorial.

76. TECHNICAL JOURNALS LTD Garden City
Houses and Domestic Interior Details.
London, AA, 1913 4th ed [29816] 104pp + viii pp adverts,
c7pp text, the rest b&w diagrams, plans, details & photos.
Cloth spine, boards. 32x23. Cover little sunned and mottled
round edges, front end paper creased, rest of contents good.
£50.00

80. WATSON Henry Street Traffic Flow
London, Chapman and Hall, (1933), 1935 cheap edition.
[24066] xii, 395pp incl figs and tables, bibliog, plus 21
plates. Cloth, 22x15. Spine a trifle faded and covers a
faintly grubby but generally in very good condition. £40.00

One of the best source books for garden suburb housing. It was
one of the first publications to describe Hampstead Garden
Suburb, only recently completed, and Gidea Park. (Despite this
work's title, Letchworth is not included.) There are also entries
for various individual houses, including examples by
Abercrombie, Alwyn Lloyd, Edwin Gunn, Clough Williams-Ellis
et al, and some interior details.

A remarkably detailed early work, analysing the behaviour of
street traffic. This 1935 edition has new material including
problems of ribbon development.

SELECTED MODERN WORKS

Alker Tripp’s Magnum Opus

81. ADLER Leo (ed) Neuzeitliche Miethäuser und
Siedlungen.
(Berlin 1931), Berlin, Gebr. Mann ,facsimile reprint, with
additions. 1998. [33126] xvi, 314pp inc hundreds of plans,
photos etc.. With new essay by Myra Warhaftig (42pp,
incl. biographies of architects). Cloth, 30x22. Fine copy in
fine dust wrapper.
£25.00

77. TRIPP H Alker Road Traffic and its Control.
London, Edward Arnold, 1938. [28002] xvi, 414pp,119 figs
(maps, plans, diagrams etc) + fold-out map. Cloth. 23x16.
Foxing to end papers, otherwise very good copy, in the
scarce pictorial dust wrapper (this very good).
£45.00
Major survey, covering road layout, traffic flow, parking,
pedestrians etc.. The author was Assistant Commissioner of
Police at Scotland Yard. This book was his magnum opus.
----------------------------

European survey of new Modern Movement mass housing
projects, mostly German but also Prague, Liverpool, Paris, Basel,
Brussels etc. Architects and planners include Bruno Taut, Poelzig,
Oud, Roux-Spitz, Tait, Gutkind, the Luckhardt brothers et al. Very
detailed and informative book. [German text]

78. UNWIN Raymond Grundlagen des Städtebaues:
Eine Anleitung zum Entwerfen Städtebaulicher Anlagen.
Berlin, Otto Baumgärtel, German edition (translated by L.
MacLean) 1910. [30427] Frontis, xiv, 275pp incl 342 plans,
drawings, photos, many hors-texte plus seven fold-out plans
of Köln, Hampstead Garden Suburb, Letchworth,
Rothenburg, Karlsruhe and Nürnberg. Cloth, 25x19.
Owner's signature, dated 1918, top spine little pulled else
very nice copy. Small stains to four sheets towards the end.
£100.00

82. ARMYTAGE W H G Heavens Below: Utopian
Experiments in England 1560-1960.
London, R&KP, 1961. [33233] vii, 458pp. Cloth. 22x15.
Some light pencil markings, else very good copy in dust
wrapper.
£20.00
An excellent detailed study of this fascinating subject, with much
out-of-the-way information, as well as detailed accounts of major
figures, such as Morris and Howard.

Unwin’s famous work was translated very quickly into German.
(“Town Planning in Practice” had first appeared only in 1909).
The book, which is beautifully produced, naturally included many
examples of good townscape practice from Germany, and this
translation was in turn influential amongst German planners. The
translator, L McLean, was Regierungsbaumeister of Berlin. The
superior hardback edition.

A Magisterial Work
83. BENEVOLO Leonardo Die Geschichte der Stadt
Frankfurt am Main, Campus, 1983. (Originally publ. in
Italian, Rome [1975]. Translated from 1982 ed) [33059]
1,069pp, 1,649 illustrations, bibliog. Open-weave cloth.
25x25. Very good copy in dust wrapper.
£45.00

German War Graves

German edition of this magisterial work. This is a very heavy
book and will require extra postage.
-------------------------------------------------------

79. War
Grave
Designs.
BAYERISCHE
KUNSTGEWERBE-VEREIN (hrsg) Soldaten-Gräber,
Krieger-Denkmäler, Erinnerungszeichen. Entwürfe und
Vorschläge vom Bayerischen Kunstgewerbe-Verein
München.
München, R Oldenbourg, 1916. [25662] 111pp, mostly
illustrations (mainly drawings). Publisher’s lettered boards.
32x24. Small repair to tail of spine, minor browning, else
good copy.
£23.00

84. CANTACUZINO Sherban New Uses for Old
Buildings
London, AP, 1975. [30718] xi, 264pp, hundreds of plans,
photos etc. Cloth, 30x22. Faint yellowing to edges of pages,
bottom of spine scuffed, edges of front cover marked,
contents very good.
£20.00

A quite exceptional 1916 German work, describing and analysing
war grave and memorial designs. Included are various designs
for individual soldier’s headstones, as well as large-scale
memorials to the fallen. Examples are by Bavarian architects:
Kurz, Seidl, Siedler etc. The book was published in the depths of
the war and shows that designs were evolving rapidly - thus the
1914 examples at the start of the book seem quite traditional, but
later ones are more adventurous. Unlike Britain, there doesn't

Influential work. The author goes into the “nuts and bolts” of reuse in considerable detail. Includes many case studies

85. CANTACUZINO Sherban & BRANDT Susan
Saving Old Buildings
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On the growth of Madras, Calcutta, Bombay and New Delhi,
including the important British planning contribution. ".. a book
that represents a significant step..it ought to be as welcome to
architects and planners in India as to the growing number of
informed planners." Derek Linstrum.

London, AP, 1980. [30719] x, 230pp, very many
illustrations and figs. Cloth. 30x22. Good copy in a dust
wrapper.
£18.00
Important study of new uses for redundant structures. Something
of a standard work when it apperared and still valuable. Mostly
based on case studies.

Italian Colonie – fascist ensembles for social betterment

86. DRIVER Felix & GILBERT David (eds) Imperial
Cities: Landscape, display and identity
Manchester, MUP, 1999. [28886] 304pp inc 41 illustrations
(some halftone). Cloth. 23x16. Very good copy in dust
wrapper.
£22.00

92. Italian 'Colonie'. De MARTINO Stefano & WALL
Alex (compiled by) Cities of Childhood. Italian Colonie
of the 1930s.
London Architectural Association, 1988. [33191] 88 pp,
incl many photographs, blue-prints of many colonies,
biographies of the architects, some with photos, timeline
giving historical context, bibliography. Short contribution
by Paolozzi. Large-format wraps. 30x28. Very good copy.
£75.00

Essays on the influence of imperialism on cities: London, Paris,
Rome, Vienna, Marseilles, Glasgow and Seville. The superior
hardback version.

87. DULFFER Jost, THIES Jochen HENKE Josef
Hitler Städte. Baupolitik im Dritten Reich. Eine
Dokumentation.
Köln, Böhlau, 1978. [26396] 320pp, incl illustrations.
Wraps, 24x16. Very good copy.
£55.00

The Italian Colonie originated in the mid-19th century as healthgiving communal welfare-centres. They were much developed
under the Fascists, including new purpose-built ensembles, many
by modernist architects, "with some 3,800 buildings, spread
along the seashore or on mountain passes, some no more than a
shelter, others resembling little cities..." A fine informative
catalogue, published for an exhibition at the AA. The best English
language source.
-----------------------------

Story of Hitler's building programme, particularly major projects
and planning schemes, told through the original documents.
Scarce.

Planning in the DDR
88. DURTH Werner DUWELL Jörn & GUTSCHOW
Niels Architektur und Stadtebau der DDR. Die frühen
Jahre.
Berlin, Jovis, 2007 [32167] 576pp, hundreds of illustrations
(photos, plans, drawings etc), scholarly notes. Stiff wraps.
27x21. Fine copy.
£45.00

93. London. STAMP Gavin AMERY Colin Victorian
Buildings of London 1837-1887: An Illustrated Guide
London, AP, 1980. [33031] 175pp, many ills and figs,
maps. Cloth, 25x19. Very good copy in dust wrapper.
£10.00
Scholarly architectural study, well illustrated. Superior hard back
edition.

The best survey to date of DDR architecture and planning and
excellent reference. New planning projects (Eisenhuttenstadt,
Hoyeswerda etc) are described as well as the regieme's approach
to reconstruction and preservation of historic towns and cities.
---------------------------------

94. Mumford. HUGHES Thomas P and Agatha C
(eds) Lewis Mumford. Public Intellectual.
NY, Oxford University Press, 1990. [20358] xii, 450pp,
b&w illustrations. Cloth, 24x17. Fine copy in dust wrapper.
£15.00

89. Holden. KAROL Eitan Charles Holden Architect.
Donington, Shaun Tyas, 2007 [33202] xii, 510pp + 48
colour plates and incl. 335 b&w illustrations, bibliography,
list of works, chronology. Cloth. 25x20. Fine in dust
wrapper.
£40.00

Collection of 16 papers focussing on his architectural criticism.
NOTE Other Mumford titles in stock. Please enquire.

95. Owen. GARNETT R G Co-operation and the
Owenite Socialist Communities in Britain, 1825-45.
Manchester, Manchester UP, 1972. [33221] xiii, 272pp, 8
illustrations, 3 maps, long bibliog. Cloth. 22x14. Very
good copy in slighly frayed dust wrapper.
£15.00

The first full-length study of Holden (1875-1960), showing him to
be one of the greatest British architects and town planners of the
period. Includes detailed discussion of his work for the Imperial
War Graves Commission, designs for London Underground tube
stations and the Senate House, post-World War II City of London
reconstruction etc etc.. A prize-winning monograph.

Places Owenism in the context of early 19th century
communitarianism and investigates three communities in detail:
Orbiston, Scotland (1825-27); Ralahine, Ireland (1831-33); and
Queenwood, Hampshire (1839-45)

90. HOLGATE Alan Aesthetics of Built Form
Oxford, O.U.P., 1992. [33176] xiv, 289pp, many
illustrations, bibliography. Boards. 24x16. Fine copy.
£25.00

96. Parkways. RADDE Bruce The Merritt Parkway
New Haven, Yale UP, 1993. [18413] Frontis, xii, 135pp
incl illustrations, many in colour, scholarly notes. Pictorial
wraps, 24x22. Very good copy.
£12.00

Author is an Australian professor of engineering. A sensitive
analysis of people's responses to built form, including urban
design aspects.

This early parkway, eastwards out of New York City, is 60 km in
length. It was completed in 1940 and is on the US National
Register of Historic Places, especially because of its bridges.
Indeed it has been called ‘the largest Art Deco design in the
world’.

91. India. EVENSON Norma The Indian Metropolis: A
View Toward the West.
New Haven, Yale, 1989. [10299] x, 294pp, 258
illustrations, some in colour, bibliog. Cloth. 26x20. Fine,
dust wrapper.
£20.00
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97. Purini. MOSCHINI Francesco Franco Purini
luogo e progetto.
Roma, Kappa, (1976), 1981, 2nd ed. [32242] 320pp inc
519 plans, photos, drawings etc. Wraps, 24x17. Good copy.
£30.00
Purini, b1941, has become one of Italy's most important post-war
architects and urbanists. One of his best known schemes is the
Torre Eurosky and associated buildings in Rome. His work
includes numerous Italian public buildings and urban design
projects.

98. TAUT Bruno Die Stadtkrone mit Beiträgen von
Paul Scheerbart, Erich Baron, Adolf Behne.
Jena, Eugen Diederichs, 1919. [30847] 143pp, 72
illustrations (drawings, photos, some tipped-in). Patterned
boards. 25x19. Spine label scuffed, some light staining to
top of cover and tiny scuff; generally a good copy of a
fragile item.
£190.00
A rare and beautiful Taut item on city design, published the same
year as his “Alpine Architektur”. Scheerbart posthumously
contributes “Das neue Leben: architektonische Apokalypse” and
a poem, “Der tote Palast”. One of the several German utopian
architecture books that followed the Great War. But in the present
work, Taut is also more practical; eg he has plans of New York,
Canberra, Vienna etc. One of Taut's finest works and historically
significant.

99. Taut, Max. AKADEMIE DER KUNSTE Max
Taut
Berlin, by the Academy, 1964. [23731] Portrait frontis,
70pp, many illustrations. Wraps, 22x22. Very good. £20.00
Exhibition catalogue. One of the few sources on Max Taut.
Though somewhat overshadowed by his brother, Bruno, Max Taut
was a significant architect in his own right. He produced an
interesting plan for Berlin.

100. Zahringer Towns. DIVORNE Françoise Berne et
les Villes Fondéés par les ducs de Zähringen au XIIe
Siècle. Culture Médiévale et Modernité.
Bruxelles, Archives d'Architecture Moderne, 1991. [28291]
292pp, a great many coloured and b&w illustrations
(photos, plans etc), glossary, bibliography. Pictorial wraps.
21x10. Fine copy.
£35.00
A thorough account of this system of medieval planned towns
across South Germany and Switzerland. With excellent
illustration.

Peter & Eleanor Inch, November 2014

To order please contact:
Inch’s Books
7 Western Road
Deal,
Kent CT14 6RX
UK
Tel 0(044)1304-375154
e-mail: info@inchsbooks.co.uk
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